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Abstract
The basic virtual memory-mapped communication
(VMMC) model provides protected, direct communication
between the sender's and receiver's virtual address spaces,
but it does not support high-level connection-oriented communication APIs well. This paper presents VMMC-2, an
extension to the basic VMMC. We describe the design, implementation, and evaluate the performance of three mechanisms in VMMC-2: (1) a user-managed TLB mechanism for
address translation which enables user libraries to dynamically manage the amount of pinned space and requires only
driver support from many operating systems; (2) a transfer redirection mechanism which avoids copying on the receiver's side; (3) a reliable communication protocol at the
data link layer which avoids copying on the sender's side.
To validate our extensions we implemented stream sockets on top of the VMMC-2 running on a Myrinet network of
Pentium PCs. This zero-copy sockets implementation provides a maximum bandwidth of over 84 Mbytes/s and a
one-way latency of 20 s.
1 Introduction
With the arrival of fast networks such as Myrinet and ATM,
the overhead of the network communication software has become a major performance bottleneck, hurting user-to-user
latency and bandwidth. For example, the TCP/IP protocol
overhead increases the latency by several hundreds microseconds [24] even for small messages. A copy in the network
protocol can reduce the communication bandwidth to the
memory copy bandwidth which is usually substantially less
than the peak hardware DMA bandwidth. For example,
while the Myrinet hardware is capable of delivering bandwidth of 1.28 Gbits/s [7], the end-user applications see little performance improvement compared to the 100 Mbits/s
Ethernet [25].
The desire to build high-performance servers from a network of commodity computers has pushed researchers to explore ways to reduce the communication bottleneck for system area networks. During the last few years, researchers
have proposed several approaches to move network protocols partially or entirely to the user level with protection in
order to reduce the protocol overhead [3, 15, 18, 19, 36]. The
common framework is to implement a user-level data transport protocol that integrates well with the network interface.
Existing high-level protocols for shared virtual memory [21]
and message-passing [1, 5, 14, 32] can then be implemented

eciently. The goal is to deliver to the user communication
performance close to the hardware's limit while providing
the full functionality of the high-level APIs. This paper addresses three of the important issues associated with this
goal.
The rst challenging issue is how to design and implement the low-level data transport API so that high-level
APIs can be implemented with little overhead and with
true zero-copy protocols. A memory-mapped communication model, such as SHRIMP [6] or DEC's Memory Channel [20], requires the least software overhead because data
transfers avoid receiver's CPU intervention. However, our
early experience has shown that using such a low-level API
to implement a high-level connection-based API like stream
sockets often requires a copy on the receiver side [14]. This
is because the basic memory-mapped communication model
requires the sender to know the destination address before
it sends data. On the other hand, high-level connectionoriented APIs such as stream sockets do not have destination addresses on the sending side; a sender knows only the
name of the connection. As a result, zero-copy protocols
typically require a scout message or a handshake in the implementation [1, 14, 32]. In this paper, we propose, implement and evaluate a mechanism called transfer redirection.
We show that this mechanism naturally extends the virtual memory-mapped communication model and provides
support for connection-oriented APIs to achieve zero-copy
without any additional messages.
The second challenging issue is how to integrate the lowlevel communication mechanism with standard operating
system facilities such that protected, user-level data transfers can use pageable virtual memory without copying. The
dilemma is that applications use an \in nite" amount of
pageable virtual memory while the network interface DMA
uses physical memory addresses. Our previous implementations of virtual memory-mapped communication required
static pinning of all send and receive bu ers. This paper
describes a novel method that allows a user library to dynamically manage the amount of pinned memory used for
both send and receive with transfer redirection operations.
This approach requires only standard support available in
most existing operating systems. As a result, one can realize protected, user-level communication without modifying
operating systems and without pinning a large amount of
memory for communication. Our implementation and measurements show the amortized overhead of this approach is
small.
The third challenging issue is where and how to incor-

work [18] and PCs connected by a Myrinet [17] network.
The rst platform uses a custom-designed network interface
supporting virtual memory-mapped communication and the
second platform uses standard Myrinet programmable network interfaces and Myrinet routing switches.
Programming with VMMC directly delivers communication latency and bandwidth very close to the hardware limit.
We already have a set of communication libraries such as
NX, Sun RPC, stream sockets and shared virtual memory
(SVM). User-level bu er management allowed us to implement zero-copy protocols for SVM and NX. VMMC is easy
to use if the senders know receive bu er addresses.
However, the basic VMMC model and its implementations have some drawbacks.
The basic VMMC model does not support zero-copy protocols for connection-oriented high-level APIs such as stream
sockets and NX. The sender does not know the destination
address unless the receiver sends a scout message. As a
result, our previous stream sockets implementation used a
one-copy protocol.
The address translation (from virtual to physical) in the
Myrinet VMMC implementation uses a rmware-managed
cache on the Myrinet network interface that interrupts the
host CPU on a miss. The overhead of an interrupt is quite
high. Furthermore, such a design interacts in a complex way
with the OS because it requires memory management in the
interrupt handler.
The previous VMMC implementations do not provide
reliable communication.
VMMC-2, described in the next section, overcomes these
drawbacks.

porate a retransmission protocol to provide low-overhead,
reliable communication for system area networks. Traditionally, reliable end-to-end connections have been implemented
in the TCP layer with retransmission. This is a satisfactory design for wide area networks but the overhead of TCP
is signi cant, in particular, when it is implemented on the
host computer. This is because a retransmission protocol
requires a sender process not to touch its send bu er until
the message is acknowledged. The sender has to either wait
for the acknowledgment, copy the send bu er to a system
bu er, or copy-on-write for the send bu er. Our approach
is to implement the standard retransmission method at the
data link level, that is, between network interfaces. This
approach takes advantage of the bu ering of outgoing packets on the network interface and eliminates the need for the
sender to wait for acknowledgments or to copy send bu ers.
We show that the loss of bandwidth of this method is small
and its overhead on latency is only a few microseconds.
To demonstrate these techniques and their integration,
we have designed an extended virtual memory-mapped communication model VMMC-2 and implemented it on PCs connected with Myrinet. This is a completely new implementation, not an incremental improvement of VMMC. We also
implemented the stream sockets protocol on top of VMMC2 to demonstrate how to take advantage of the new features. Our micro-benchmarks show that the one-way latency
of VMMC-2 is 13.4 s with transfer redirection and retransmission and the maximum bandwidth is over 90 MBytes/s.
The one-way latency of the stream sockets layer is 20 s
and its bandwidth is over 84 MBytes/s. We experimented
with several applications using the stream socket facility and
showed that these techniques are indeed e ective.

2.3 VMMC-2 Overview
VMMC-2 provides three novel features: user-managed TLB
(UTLB) for address translation, transfer redirection, and
reliable communication at the data link layer.
The VMMC-2 implementation works under Linux OS
version 2.0.24 running on 166 MHz Pentium PCs connected with Myrinet network interfaces (M2F-PCI32B) and
Myrinet switches (M2F-SW8). Each network interface has
a 33 MHz processor (LANai) and 1 MByte of static RAM.
Our system supports multiple senders per node and runs
on both uniprocessor and SMP nodes. Figure 1 shows the
structure of the VMMC-2 implementation. It consists of the
following components:
 A user library which implements the API of the
VMMC-2 model.
 Firmware for the Myrinet network interface that works
with the user library to implement the data transfer
and reliable communication.
 A device driver which provides VMMC-2 speci c support. We do not require any operating system modi cation except for this loadable driver.
When an application exports a bu er, it makes an ioctl
call to the driver, which in turn pins the exported bu er's
memory and sets up a descriptor for this bu er in the network interface's memory. Exported receive bu ers must be
word aligned but they do not have to be page-aligned. On
an import the VMMC-2 user library passes the import request to the rmware running on the local network interface
which communicates with the remote node to match the

2 From VMMC to VMMC-2
2.1 The Basic VMMC Model
Virtual memory-mapped communication (VMMC) is a communication model that provides direct data transfer between
the sender's and receiver's virtual address spaces.
The VMMC mechanism achieves protection by requiring
that data transfers take place only after the receiver gives
the sender permission to transfer data to any area of the receiver's address space. The receiving process expresses this
permission by exporting areas of its address space as receive
bu ers. A sending process must import remote bu ers that
it will use as destinations for transferred data.
The basic data transfer operation supported by VMMC
is an explicit request to transfer data from the sender's local virtual memory to a previously imported receive bu er.
Any valid local address can be used as a send bu er. When
a message arrives at its destination, it is transferred directly
into the memory of the receiving process, without interrupting the receiver's CPU. Thus, there is no explicit receive
operation in VMMC.
VMMC also provides noti cations to support transfer
of control and to notify receiving processes about external events. Attaching a noti cation to a message invokes
a user-level handler function in the receiving process after
the message has been delivered into the receiver's memory.
2.2 Lessons from VMMC Implementations
The basic VMMC model has been implemented on two platforms: PCs connected by the Intel Paragon routing net2

address has been posted. If no redirection address has been
posted, the data will be moved to the default bu er. Later,
when the receiver posts the receive bu er address, the data
will be copied from the default bu er to the receive bu er,
as shown in Figure 2(a).
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Figure 1: The architecture of the VMMC-2 implementation
on the Myrinet platform.
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(a) A copy takes place when the receiver posts its
buffer address too late.

import with an export and to establish the export-import
mapping. Unlike previous implementations, this one does
not require Ethernet or any other network except Myrinet
itself to establish a connection.
When an application requests a data transfer, the
VMMC-2 library uses the VMMC-2 translation mechanism
to pin the send bu er (if necessary), and to obtain the physical address of the send bu er which is passed to the network
interface
The VMMC-2 rmware uses DMA to move data, one
page at time, from the host memory to the network interface outgoing bu ers. Simultaneously, it transfers data from
the outgoing bu ers in the network interface to the network.
When a message arrives, the VMMC-2 rmware determines
the destination address using the transfer redirection module; it then DMAs the incoming message from the network
interface to the host memory.
VMMC-2 also implements reliable communication at the
data link level using retransmission and sender-side bu ering
on the network interface.
The next three sections describe the three new features of
VMMC-2 and compare our work with previous approaches.
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(b) A transfer redirection moves data directly
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Figure 2: Transfer redirection uses a default bu er to hold
data in case receiver posts no bu er address or posts it too
late, and moves data directly from the network to the user
bu er if the receiver posts its bu er address before the data
arrives.
If the receiver posts its bu er address before the message arrives, the message will be put into the user bu er
directly from the network without any copying, as shown
in Figure 2(b). If the receiver posts its bu er address during message arrival, the message will be partially placed in
the default bu er and partially placed in the posted receive
bu er. The redirection mechanism tells the receiver exactly
how much and what part of a message is redirected. When
partial redirection occurs, this information allows the receiver to copy the part of the message that is placed in the
default bu er.

3 Transfer Redirection
3.1 Description
As described in Section 2.1, the basic virtual memorymapped communication model provides protected, userlevel communication to move data directly from a send
bu er to a receive bu er without any copying. Since it requires the sender to know the receiver bu er address, it does
not provide good support for connection-oriented high-level
communication APIs.
The VMMC-2 extends the basic VMMC model with a
mechanism called transfer redirection. The basic idea is to
use a default, redirectable receive bu er for a sender who
does not know the nal receive bu er addresses.
When the sender sends data, it always sends to the default bu er. When the data arrives at the receive side, the
redirection mechanism checks to see whether a redirection

3.2 Comparison with Other Approaches
A zero-copy protocol can be implemented with an additional network communication. In this approach the receiver informs the sender about the receive bu er, after
which the sender is able to transfer data directly into it.
Variants of this protocol have been used by NX implementation on Paragon [31] as well as early NX implementation
3

on VMMC [1].
Active Messages(AM) [19] is a user-level communication
mechanism based on fast remote execution facility. Recently,
a fast sockets facility has been built with AM handlers [32].
They used a receiver-based approach called receive posting.
The arriving data is rst placed in an anonymous staging
area in memory and the message handler is invoked. If a
receive has been posted, the handler moves the data to the
nal destination bypassing the socket bu er. Similar to the
redirection, this technique avoids the socket bu er copy. Unlike the redirection, receive posting requires a copy through
anonymous memory but avoids the cost of pinning and unpinning user bu er pages.
Many methods have been proposed to avoid copying between I/O devices and application memory. IBM's OS/360
can specify a le I/O bu er area for applications to avoid
copying. Page remapping has been used to avoid copying in
several past and recent projects [26, 10, 22, 16, 28]. Brustoloni and Steenkiste proposed emulated copy [8] which combines page remapping and copying of sub-page data chunks.
In this technique, total amount of data copied is not more
than one page regardless of user bu er size and its alignment.
Lately, several groups have proposed letting applications
directly access communication interface memory [11, 13, 33].
However, network interface memory is usually small and
non-cacheable which limits its direct use by applications.

translations are not present in the UTLB), the VMMC-2
library makes an ioctl call to pin the required pages and
add their translations to the UTLB.
The network interface can access its on-board SRAM
much faster than the host physical memory. However, there
is not enough SRAM to allocate multiple UTLBs that are
large enough to be useful for real applications. Therefore,
UTLBs are allocated in the host physical memory which can
support an \unlimited" number of UTLBs. This results in a
3 s increase in latency to read a UTLB entry. To alleviate
this problem, we add a UTLB cache on the network interface
(see Figure 1). It is a direct-mapped cache with 8192 lines,
indexed by UTLB entry. Each cache line holds a UTLB
entry from a process that is identi ed in the tag eld.
4.2 Comparison with Other Approaches
Compared with existing approaches for address translation
on the network interface, our UTLB mechanism can deal
with arbitrary user bu ers without the implementation complexity associated with an interrupt-driven approach.
Hamlyn [9] uses a limited number of registers to identify
and keep translations of pinned user bu ers. This mechanism is similar to our UTLB with two key di erences: (1) it
limits the number of translations to the number of registers;
(2) it does not allow for bu er overlapping. By comparison,
the UTLB mechanism can deal with a large number of small
bu ers and allow for bu er overlapping.
A typical interrupt-driven approach is used for address
translation by both U-Net/MM [4] and VMMC [18]. This
approach uses a global TLB on the network interface; when
a TLB miss happens, the network interface interrupts the
host processor which pins or pages-in the virtual page and
returns the physical address to the network interface. Pinning pages in an interrupt context is non-standard and complicated. For example, the Linux implementation of UNet/MM cannot use the standard kernel memory pinning
routines because they do not work properly in an interrupt
context. U-Net/MM also has to implement a page-in thread
for user pages that are temporarily swapped out to the disk.
By contrast, the UTLB approach avoids this complexity by
managing the pinning and unpinning of user pages in the
user-level library. The only OS service the UTLB requires
is the standard memory pinning routines in the process context. These are standard services provided to device drivers
by almost all existing operating systems. Therefore, UTLB
can be ported to any OS platform with little e ort.
Another important advantage of the UTLB is that it
simpli es the design of the network interface. The network
interface reads translations directly from the UTLB according to user requests, whereas the interrupt-driven approach
requires non-trivial interaction between the network interface and the host processor.
Finally, our UTLB scheme facilitates zero-copy data receiving. To receive data directly we must know that receive
pages are present; otherwise, if a page is swapped out we
would have to bu er or drop the data. In U-Net/MM, if a
receive page is not present the incoming packet is dropped.
To avoid this problem, the VMMC-2 library uses the UTLB
and makes sure that receive pages are present and pinned
when a receive (redirection) is posted.

4 User-Managed Address Translation
4.1 Description
In the VMMC-2 API, a user-level send or redirect request
speci es an arbitrary user bu er with a virtual memory address and size. The user bu er must be pinned during the
data transfer operation, after which it may be unpinned.
The diculty arises because the user process does not know
physical addresses while the network interface needs physical addresses to initiate DMA. We resolve this mismatch by
introducing a separate address translation mechanism called
the User-managed TLB (UTLB). The UTLB consists of perprocess array holding physical addresses of pages belonging
to this process virtual memory regions that are pinned in
the host physical memory. Each UTLB is allocated by the
driver in the kernel memory (see Figure 1).
The user process identi es a bu er in its address space by
a start index and count of contiguous entries in the UTLB.
These entries contain the bu er's physical address translations. The network interface uses the (index, count) pair
to directly obtain physical addresses for the bu er from the
process' UTLB.
Although virtual-to-physical address translations are
maintained at the page granularity, user bu ers can start
at word boundaries. A user request always includes the
bu er's o set into the rst page in addition to its length in
words.
For protection, the VMMC-2 library cannot read or modify the UTLB directly. Instead, the library manages the
UTLB indirectly by asking the device driver to replace TLB
entries and to provide physical addresses. The library maintains a lookup data structure (see Figure 1) to keep track
of pages that have been pinned and whose translations are
present in the UTLB. This data structure is consulted for
every send and redirect request to obtain UTLB indices for
the user bu er. If a lookup misses in the UTLB, (i.e., page
4
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5 Reliable Communication
5.1 Description
VMMC-2 deals with transient network failures and provides
applications with reliable communication at the data link
layer. The goal is to tolerate CRC errors, corrupted packets, and all errors related to the network fabric; links and
switches can be replaced on the y. If a transient network
error becomes permanent, the remote node is declared unreachable, imported bu ers from that node are invalidated,
the user is noti ed, and all packets that cannot be delivered are dropped. In this case the user needs to reestablish
the mappings in order to resume communicating with the
remote node.
VMMC-2 implements a simple retransmission protocol at
the data link layer{between network interfaces. Our scheme
bu ers packets on the sender side and retransmits when necessary. Each node maintains a retransmission queue for every node in the system. The available bu er space is managed dynamically so that no bu ers need to be reserved for
each node. Each packet carries a unique (for the senderreceiver pair) sequence number. Sequence numbers and retransmission information is maintained on a per-node and
not per-connection basis. The receiver acknowledges packets. Each acknowledgment received by the sender, acknowledges (and frees) all previous packets up to that sequence
number. There is no bu ering at the receiver. If a packet
is lost, all subsequent packets will be dropped. However,
if a previously acknowledged packet is received again, it is
acknowledged. In the current implementation, there are no
negative acknowledgments for lost packets.
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5.2 Comparison with Other Approaches
Most high-level communication APIs provide reliable communication to the user by implementing retransmission in
one of the software layers in the protocol stack. Stream sockets, for example, are typically built on top of TCP/IP with
reliable end-to-end connections implemented in the TCP
layer. This design is suitable for wide area networks since
network connections go through intermediate host systems
and packets may need to be stored for a long time before
they are acknowledged. However, this results in high overhead for TCP; highly tuned implementations add over a
hundred microseconds of overhead.
We ruled out the design choice of implementing reliable
communication at the library level. The main reason is that
a retransmission protocol requires the sender process not to
touch its send bu er until the acknowledgment is received.
The sender has either to wait for the acknowledgment, copy
the send bu er to a system bu er, or use copy-on-write for
the send bu er. The overhead of these design choices is high.
A few low-level communication interfaces assume reliable
hardware and treat each network error as a catastrophic one.
Examples of such approach include Fast Messages [30] and
our previous work [6, 17]. This works well as long as network
errors are really extremely rare or when the packet retransmission is handled by the hardware (like S-Connect [29]).
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Figure 4: VMMC-2, Bandwidth numbers
RTT is the one-way host to host latency for a ping-pong
2
test. Os ; Or are the host overheads of sending and receiving
a message respectively. L is the one-way network latency
between network interfaces. Finally g (gap) is the time be-

tween two successive sends and describes how fast messages
can be pipelined through the system.
Figure 3 presents logP parameters as a function of the
message size. All experiments have been performed with
warmed-up UTLB cache to avoid cold misses. In VMMC-2,
when a message is sent, data is written directly to the LANai
send queue for sizes up to 32 bytes. For longer messages,
LANai initiated DMA is used to transfer the data to the
network interface. In both cases, the overhead to send a
message isRTT
very small, below 4 s. The one-way host-to-host
latency ( 2 ) is 13:4 s, and stays essentially at for up to
32 bytes.
The latency L between network interfaces closely
tracks RTT
2 . g; at steady state, is related to the bandwidth
of the slowest stage in the pipeline and is a ected by the
complexity of the Myrinet rmware.
We also run three bandwidth tests: Unidirectional is the
bandwidth of a one way transfer. In the Bidirectional pingpong benchmark data ows in both directions in a pingpong fashion. Bidirectional simultaneous is similar to the
bidirectional ping-pong benchmark, only that both nodes
start as senders. This benchmark can potentially use all
three DMA engines of the network interface, depending on

6 VMMC-2 Performance
6.1 The logP Model
We characterize the performance of our RTT
system using the
ve parameters of the logP model [12]: ( 2 ; L; Or ; Os ; g).
5

Performance Metric
RC No RC
units
Latency
13.4
11.1
s
Unidirectional b/w
92.63 97.61 MBytes/s
Bidirectional ping-pong b/w 90.05 99.39 MBytes/s
Bidirectional simultaneous b/w 90.77 91.87 MBytes/s

how the Myrinet rmware is written.
Figure 4 shows results for these three types of bandwidth.
Bidirectional ping-pong bandwidth grows slower than the
other two types because there is only one message in the
network at any given time, so pipelining is less e ective for
short messages. For longer messages, data is transfered in
4 KBytes packets and unidirectional bandwidth catches up
with the other two tests. The maximum bandwidth is in
the range of 90-93 MBytes/s for all the tests. The 4 KBytes
message bandwidth is about 44 MBytes/s for the bidirectional ping-pong test, and about 80 MBytes/s for the other
two tests.

Table 2: VMMC-2, Basic performance numbers with and
without support for reliable communication (RC)
cost. Latency increases by about 2s (from 11.1s to 13.4s)
and bandwidth decreases by 2%-10%. The additional overhead comes from moving messages between queues and handling acknowledgments.

6.2 Cost of Transfer Redirection
Transfer redirection incurs additional overhead. This overhead includes posting redirection request by the host and
computing new scatter lengths and addresses by the network interface. The cost to post a redirection request is
about 6 s provided UTLB contains already translations for
pages of the redirection destination bu er. The additional
work performed by the network interface takes about 2:5 s
per packet received. On our system, we can copy about 108
bytes in that time, so redirection is bene cial for all messages longer than 108 bytes provided it is posted ahead of
the message arrival.

7 Sockets Library and Its Performance
We have implemented a user-level stream sockets library
to understand how well VMMC-2 supports a reliable, highlevel communication API. Our micro-benchmarks and applications show that VMMC-2 supports the socket abstraction
quite well.
7.1 Implementation
The sockets API is implemented as a user-level library using
the VMMC-2 interface. It is compatible, and seamlessly
integrated with the Unix stream sockets facility [27]. We
introduce a new address family, AF VMMC, to support the new
type of stream socket.
To take advantage of the transfer redirection mechanism
in VMMC-2 (see Figure 2), we use a circular bu er as a
backup bu er for transfer redirection. In order to avoid
copying, the redirection request must be issued before or
during message arrival. The request will result in one of
three outcomes:
 full redirection: all requested data was redirected because the request was issued before the message arrived.
 partial redirection: some contiguous part of the data
was redirected because the request was issued while
the message was arriving.
 no redirection: no data was redirected because the request was issued after the entire message arrived.
A recv call rst checks the default bu er. If no data has
arrived, it redirects the default bu er, at the appropriate
o set, into the user bu er. It then spins waiting for data to
arrive. Once data arrives, recv checks the result of redirection. In the case of full redirection recv completes without
any copying. If the redirection request partially completes,
or fails, recv must copy some, or all, of the message from
the default bu er to the user bu er.
During our performance tuning, we found it bene cial to
add an adaptive send delay (ASD) to stream sockets. This
is because transfer redirection is much faster than a memory copy. We used an adaptive delay algorithm derived from
a competitive, random walk algorithm [23]. The algorithm
adjusts the delay threshold using feedback from the receiver.
The delay varies between 0 and the time to copy the message.
The receiver gives the sender two types of feedback:

6.3 Cost of Address Translation
If the translations for a user bu er are present in the UTLB
(a hit), the cost of address translation includes a lookup for
the UTLB indices in the user-level VMMC-2 library, and
reading of UTLB entries in the SRAM by the network interface. The latter is negligible. The former is shown as the
lookup cost in Table 1.
The major overhead in VMMC-2 address translation
comes from handling misses in the UTLB. There are two
types of misses possible. The rst, called host miss, is an
expensive miss and happens when the library needs to ask
the driver to pin pages and update UTLB entries. The
cost of this miss includes the library overhead for allocating
free UTLB entries and the device driver overhead for pinning user bu ers. The second type, called NI miss, is much
cheaper and involves the network interface fetching translations from an UTLB pinned in the host memory. The cost of
this miss is dominated by the DMA time. All of these costs
are listed as VMMC-2 library, device driver, and NI-DMA
overhead in Table 1.
Operations
1 page 4 pages 16 pages
(s)
(s)
(s)
hit
lookup
1.5
1.5
1.5
host
VMMCII library
50
55
65
miss
device driver
25.7
29.2
50.3
NI miss
NI-DMA
3
3.1
4

Table 1: VMMC-2 address translation cost
6.4 Cost of Reliable Communication
Table 2 shows the basic communication performance of
VMMC-2 with and without support for fault tolerance. We
see that support for fault tolerance can be provided at low
6
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Figure 5: Sockets, Bandwidth for Bidirectional Ping-Pong

Figure 6: Sockets, One-way Latency for Bidirectional PingPong

redirection status: this indicates whether the receiver
successfully redirected the last message. It is transfered to the sender \for free", i.e. an additional send is
not needed. This data is included in the message the
receiver uses to update the sender's head index. It is
used by the sender to increment or decrement the delay
threshold associated with the socket.
 stop-delay: it is possible that the sender ends up spinning when receiver has already posted the redirection
request. If this happens, the receiver sends a message
to stop sender from delaying.
In the absence of a stop-delay message, the sender will delay
according to the current threshold.

Bandwidth (MB/s)



7.2 Sockets Benchmarks
We measured the performance of our sockets implementation using micro-benchmarks that simulate two common
socket communication patterns. All results were obtained
using a 128 KBytes socket bu er. In addition to the microbenchmarks, we measured the performance of our system
using ttcp, a public domain sockets benchmark. Together
with our results we present numbers obtained using the
Myrinet TCP implmentation. These numbers are presented
only for reference, as Myrinet supports TCP in the kernel
whereas our protocol is implemented at user-level.
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7.2.2 ttcp
We also measured the performance of our implementation
using ttcp version 1.12, a public domain benchmark originally written at the Army Ballistics Research Lab. ttcp
measures network performance using a one-way communication test where the sender continuously pumps data to the
receiver.
Figure 7 illustrates the performance for ttcp. VMMC
sockets without redirection obtains a peak bandwidth of
38 MBytes/s. Adding redirection alone, does not improve
performance until the message size matches the socket bu er
size, at that point (128 KBytes) the socket's bu er- owcontrol delays the the sender between sends. This allows
the receiver to redirect incoming message which results in
a peek bandwidth of 84 MBytes/s. Using redirection and
ASD, we achieve superior performance for messages larger
than 4 KBytes. For smaller messages, the overhead added by
ASD negatively impacts overall performance. The simple solution is to disable ASD for messages smaller than 4 KBytes.
Finally, ttcp measured a bandwidth of 15.7 MBytes/s using
Myrinet-TCP/IP sockets.

7.2.1 Micro-benchmarks
The bidirectional ping-pong test results are shown in Figure 5. We see the signi cant bene t of redirection since
this communication pattern allows for full redirection of
messages. For 128 KBytes message transfers, we obtained
78.8 MBytes/s with redirection, but only 34 MBytes/s without. Also, ASD neither helps nor hurts performance of this
test.
Using the bidirectional ping-pong test we also measured
the small message latency, given in Figure 6. VMMC sockets
achieve a latency of 20 s for short messages. Myrinet's
implementation is an order of magnitude slower, primarily
because they use interrupts and system calls.
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sors on Myrinet TCP and VMMC-2 sockets for varying task
sizes. We see that for this application good performance can
be achieved with all communication systems, given that the
task size is chosen appropriately. However, when tasks are
ne grained VMMC-2 Sockets outperform the other communication systems by far.
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Myrinet TCP

9.44
10.79
14.90
23.27
120.48
261.92
1302.68

VMMC-2

Sockets

8.97
9.16
9.11
9.32
10.24
11.76
26.11

Table 3: PARFUM, Elapsed time in seconds for di erent
numbers for 3 worker processors and di erent task sizes

Bandwidth of get operation

7.3 Sockets Applications
7.3.1 tftp
tftp (Trivial File Transfer Protocol) implements only part
of the functionality provided by FTP. tftp consists of a
simple daemon and client. We run tftp on top of both
Myrinet-TCP and VMMC-2 sockets.
All calls to send and receive data over the network are
synchronous. However, there is some pipelining between the
sender, the network, and the receiver, since transfers are in
progress at the same time in these stages of the data path.
We set the size of the basic transfer unit to the value that
gives the best results for each communication subsystem,
4 KBytes for Myrinet TCP and 64 KBytes for VMMC2 sockets. In our experiments we use the standard Linux
le system with local disks. File system operations (reads,
writes) are cached.
Figure 8 shows the get bandwidth for les of di erent
sizes. The slowest phase in the pipeline is the write system
call which writes a received block to the le cache. We measured the bandwidth of this operation to be 25 MBytes/s,
so even with in nitely fast network the bandwidth of tftp
would be limited to this number. The maximum bandwidth
achieved by VMMC-2 sockets is 19 MBytes/s.

7.3.3 Pulsar
Pulsar is a high-performance scalable parallel storage server
that is implemented at user level and uses user-level communication. Pulsar avoids using the kernel for common operations, thus o ering better performance than systems that
use many kernel-level services.
Despite the fact that le systems are usually I/O bound,
using the user-level sockets described in this paper, PULSAR's performance improves by about 200%.
8 Related Work
There is a large body of literature on improving communication performance. Most related work is in using protected, memory-mapped communication or other user-level
mechanisms to support reliable, connection-oriented highlevel protocols.
Spector [34] proposed a remote memory reference model
to perform communication over a local area network.
The implementation was programmed in a processor's microcode. This model has been revived by Thekkath et al. [35]
using fast traps. They do not deal with the issue of supporting connection-oriented high-level protocols.
Druschel et al. [15] proposed the concept of application
device channels which provide protected user-level access
to a network interface. U-Net [3] uses a similar abstraction to support high-level protocols such as TCP/IP. Their
implementation requires applications to use special, pinned
bu ers. Hamlyn [9] implements a sender-based communication model and uses the network interface to support userlevel message passing, but it requires application programs
to build headers using pinned memory. They do not address the issue of supporting connection-oriented high-level
protocols.
FastSockets [32], built on top of Active Messages,
achieves 30 s one-way latency and 33 MBytes/s maximum bandwidth between two UltraSPARC 1 connected by
a Myrinet network.
Fast Messages(FM) [30] is similar to AM in that each
message is associated with a handler that will process the

7.3.2 PARFUM
The PARFUM Parallel Fault Tolerant Volume Renderer [2]
is a dynamically load-balanced parallel volume renderer executing in a distributed environment. PARFUM is based
on a traditional ray-casting algorithm for rendering volumetric data sets. It consists of a controller processor that
implements a centralized task queue and a set of worker processors that remove tasks from the queue, process them and
send the results back to the controller processor. The data
set is replicated in all worker processors and is loaded at
connection establishment. PARFUM is a latency sensitive
application. The task size is an important parameter of the
system since it determines the tradeo between load balancing and communication. The smaller the task size the more
communication incurs and the better load balance can be
achieved.
Table 3 presents the elapsed time for three worker proces8

message on the receive side. FM does not allow multiple processes to share the network access. The FM sockets implementation [30] achieves one-way latency of about 34 s and
maximum bandwidth of 11 MBytes/s between two SPARCstations connected with Myrinet.
The Nectar system [11] implements TCP on their programmable network interface (16Mhz Sparc as the communication processor). Its overhead is 45 s.

[4]
[5]

9 Conclusions
This paper describes the design, implementation, and performance of three mechanisms in the VMMC-2 implementation: user-managed TLB for address translation, transfer
redirection, and reliable data link. They are used to support
protected, reliable user-level connection-oriented APIs. We
implemented stream sockets using these mechanisms, and
measured the performance with benchmarks and applications. Our main conclusions are that: (1) VMMC-2 can
deliver performance to the user that is quite close to the
hardware limit; (2) these mechanisms support stream sockets quite well.
Transfer redirection is the key mechanism to support
zero-copy connection-oriented APIs. It naturally extends
the basic virtual memory-mapped communication model.
The overhead of this mechanism is about 2.5 s, compared
with no redirection. Applications using stream sockets can
e ectively utilize the redirection mechanism. For example,
over 94% of the receives in a le system using stream sockets
used the redirection mechanism.
The user-managed TLB (UTLB) is an ecient mechanism to translate addresses for the network interface. It facilitates zero-copy receive and avoids data dropping caused
by swapped out receive pages. A UTLB hit costs only 1.5 s.
The UTLB scheme is simple to implement, requires only device driver support and uses limited space of NI SRAM while
supporting multiple processes.
We also showed that incorporating a retransmission protocol at the data link level in the network interface rmware
is an e ective way to deal with network failures in a system
area network. This method introduces small bandwidth loss
and the overhead on latency is only about 2 s.
The overall communication performance of the VMMC2 implementation is quite good. Its one-way latency is
13.4 s for a small messages and it achieves an one-way
bandwidth of 80 Mbytes/s for messages of 4 Kbytes and
over 90 Mbytes/s for messages larger or equal to 16 Kbytes.
Stream sockets on top of VMMC-2 also performs quite well.
Its one-way latency is 20 s and its peak bandwidth is over
84 Mbytes/s.
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